Background: Genes and culture are believed to interact, but it has been difficult to find direct evidence for the process. One candidate example that has been put forward is lactase persistence in adulthood, i.e. the ability to continue digesting the milk sugar lactose after childhood, facilitating the consumption of raw milk. This genetic trait is believed to have evolved within a short time period and to be related with the emergence of sedentary agriculture.
Background
The ability to drink milk as an adult occurs at a high frequency in present-day populations that practice dairying and cattle rearing [1] [2] [3] [4] . It has been suggested that this correlation represents a case of gene-culture co-evolution, i.e. an adaptive genetic trait exposed to positive selection induced by cultural practices. The -13910*T allele associated with this trait in Europeans appears to have been the target of strong selection over a relatively short period of time [5, 6] . Such selection pressure could be one of several explanations for the high frequency of the derived allele (associated with allowing milk consumption in adulthood) in northern Europeans, the region where the allele is most common (74% in Sweden [7] ). A single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP-13910 T/ C), strongly associated with the ability to digest lactose in adulthood [8] , has been used as a marker for the genetic trait. Notably, the allele frequency at the SNP and the extent of haplotype homozygosity around the particular SNP-allele indicate a history of a strong positive selection [5, 6, 9, 10] , and it has been suggested that this selective pressure was attributable to the introduction of agriculture and animal domestication [10, 11] .
The Pitted Ware Culture (PWC) was a major Neolithic hunter-gatherer population in Northern Europe and was partly contemporaneous with the farming TRB population (TRB after the German word Trichterbecherkultur, i.e Funnel Beaker Culture). The PWC are thought to have been present in Scandinavia between 5,400-4,300 years before present (BP) [12] , which is later than the suggested initiation of selection for the T allele [6] . In this study, we find that the frequency of the derived allele is low in the PWC (5%) compared to the frequency in the extant Swedish population, and that the change in frequency is incompatible with genetic drift as the sole explanation under a model of population continuity. Thus, a genetic component interacting with culture, such as the ability to digest milk as an adult, could have been the result of the replacement of the hunter-gatherer population by an agricultural population. Alternatively, positive selection could have dramatically increased the frequency of the derived allele in the PWC, allowing for population continuity from the PWC to the extant Swedish population.
Methods
The material consists of duplicate samples (teeth and/or ulna, femur or fibula) from 14 prehistoric individuals ( Table 1 ). The samples originate from four archaeological sites on Gotland in the Baltic Sea dating to the Middle Neolithic, 4,800-4,200 BP ( Figure 1 ). The 14 samples, originally from a larger set of 36 from Gotland and mainland Sweden, were chosen on the basis that they had all yielded high amounts of mitochondrial DNA compared to negative controls ( Figure 2 ) [13] . The samples were collected from the following sites on Gotland: Ajvide (n = 9) in the parish of Eksta, Visby town (n = 1), Ire (n = 2) in the parish of Hangvar and Fridtorp (n = 2) in the parish of Västerhejde. All samples are at least a 1,000 years younger than the earliest evidence of agriculture in Scandinavia. Hence they represent an exclusively non-agricultural lifestyle considerably older than agriculture in the area. All of the samples are from burial contexts and were excavated, handled and stored following standard protocols for the excavation and storage of archaeological material. Thus, no special precautions were taken to minimize human DNA contamination. The nonhuman faunal samples, used as negative controls, were subject to the same excavation and storage protocols as the human samples, and thus would not be expected to yield a different contamination pattern compared to the human samples.
DNA was extracted from approximately 100 mg of bone powder pre-treated with bleach [14] . The samples were extracted in a laboratory specially dedicated to aDNA work at the Archaeological Research Laboratory in Stockholm, as well as in a newly built ancient DNA facility at the National Board of Forensic Medicine in Linköping that is separated from the department's PCR areas. The samples were extracted at least twice, and both water blanks and extracts from contemporary prehistoric seals were included as negative controls. The DNA extractions were performed using the method of Yang et al. [15] .
To screen for DNA content indicating authenticity, real-time PCR was performed on the selected samples as well as on 98 negative controls (where 31 were DNA extracts from ancient non human mammals representing the same context as the selected samples and 67 were water blanks). An 80 bp fragment in the mitochondria was targeted (L4567F 3'CACTGATTTTT TACCTGAGTAGGCCT5', H4595R 3'CGAGGGTT TATTTTTTTGGTTAGAACT5'), and amplifications were carried out according to a previously described protocol [14] .
The C/T polymorphism at position -13910 upstream from the lactase gene was amplified by two different fragments, a shorter 53 bp fragment and a longer 168 bp fragment. The two sets of primers shared the biotinylated forward primer (5'T3' GCTGGCAATACAGATAAGA-TAATG), but had different reverse primers for the 53 bp fragment (5'T3'GAGGAGAGTTCCTTTGAGGC), and the 168 bp fragment (5'T3' ATGCCCTTTCGTAC-TACTCCC). The system was originally set up to detect differences in preservation and authenticity of the material analyzed, relying on the fragmentation level [14] . The PCR amplification was carried out using 5 μl of extract, 300 nM of each primer and the Illustra Hot Start Ready-To-Go mix (GE Healthcare Life Sciences). The PCR profile was 15 min at 95°C, followed by 43 cycles of 30 s at 94°C, 30 s at 54.6°C and 30 s at 72°C, with a final extension step of 15 min at 72°C. Pyrosequencing was used for allele identification. The sequencing primers were designed to anneal next to the SNP (5'T3'CCTTT-GAGGCCAGGG). The pyrosequencing was performed according to supplier provided protocols, and as previously described in [16] .
Results

Real-time PCR results
The 14 selected samples yielded over a 1000-fold higher concentration of human DNA (average 23,307 molecules) than the negative controls (average 18 molecules) [13] . When divided in non-human negative controls and water negative controls, the concentration of human DNA was still considerably lower in both cases compared to the 14 selected samples (non-humans 18 molecules, water blanks 18 molecules). When only considering the 10 samples yielding reproducible results, the concentration of human DNA also exceeded the negative controls by over a 1000 times ( Figure 2 ).
SNP results
The fourteen specimens all yielded replicable results and ten of these were successfully SNP-typed a minimum of four times (using both the 53 bp and the 168 bp fragment). Thus, even with thorough mitochondrial preselection, the success rate for the nuclear DNA sequences was down to 71%. As only one individual was heterozygote, it is not possible to calculate an allelic dropout rate, but from the four pyrosequencing results from the heterozygote individual, two replicate typing events expressed allelic dropout. A low number of positive results were detected in the negative controls, eight of the 59 Neolithic seals, seven of the 53 negative extraction controls and eight of the 47 PCR negative controls. In total, 14% of the negative controls were contaminated, and out of these, the frequency of the T allele was 52%. None of the contaminants could however be reproduced. The allele frequency in the negative controls was significantly different from the allele frequency in the ten archaeological samples used for further analysis (Fisher's Exact test, p < 0.001). The contamination frequency is in direct contrast to that of the short mitochondrial fragment, where 86% of the negative controls (98 negative controls, where 31 were nonhuman mammals and 67 water controls or PCR controls) expressed contamination, although to a more than 1000-fold lower quantity than the ancient human samples (Figure 2) .
Only one of the ten PWC individuals showed a presence of the T allele, a heterozygote, and the allele frequency for the T allele is 0.05 (1/20, with the exact 95% CI values 0.001265089 to 0.2487328, Figure 3 ). The T allele frequency in the PWC population differs significantly from the T allele frequency in the contemporary Swedish population (n = 97, Fisher's Exact test, p < 0.0001), where the frequency of the T allele is 0.74 (144/194, with the exact 95% CI values 0.6747198 to 0.8022533, Figure 3 ).
Genetic drift can cause differences in allele frequencies between two samples taken from the same population separated in time. Since the PWC and extant samples are separated by a substantial amount of time (around 4000 years), a simple Fisher's exact test would not account for genetic drift, but would only be relevant for the nullhypothesis of no difference between the two samples. To explore the possibility that genetic drift alone caused the difference in T allele frequency, we can model a prehis- toric population (for example the PWC population) as being ancestral to a population existing today. To evaluate different demographic scenarios (e.g. constant population sizes or population expansion from the time of the prehistoric sample), we simulated an extant sample and a prehistoric sample using the program COMPASS [17] . COMPASS simulates different temporal samples under a coalescent model, and allows a range of demographic assumptions, for example, population expansion. For a particular assumption about the demographic model, we ran a large number of replicate simulations, and kept only samples that contained exactly 144 derived alleles (the T allele) in the extant sample. In other words, we conditioned on observing exactly 144 derived alleles in the extant sample as in the empirical modern data set. Out of 1,000 replicate simulations (which all had 144 derived alleles in the extant sample), we counted the number of times zero or one derived allele was observed in the prehistoric sample. This fraction can be used to approximate the probability of observing a prehistoric sample with zero or one derived allele, conditional on observing 144 derived alleles in the extant sample.
Our first scenario assumes that the effective population size in Sweden is 50,000 at present and that the population grew, exponentially, from N e = 5,000, starting 225 generations ago (before 225 generations ago, N e was constant and 5,000). We believe that this model may be a reasonable description of the demographic history of northern Europeans based on evidence from other European populations (see e.g. [18] ), but it turns out that the results are robust to relatively small effective population sizes (see below). We simulate data for one SNP under an exponential growth model, with a contemporary sample size of 194 gene-copies and a size of 20 gene-copies in the prehistoric sample. By conditioning on observing 144 derived alleles in the contemporary sample, we retain 1,000 simulated data sets, and of these 1,000 sets, no simulation had zero or one derived allele in the prehistoric sample (see Figure 4A ). If we decrease the population sizes in the simulation (and thereby increase the effect of genetic drift) we can determine how robust the result is to small population sizes. Assuming that the effective population size in Sweden is 10,000 at present and that the population grew, exponentially, from N e = 100, starting 225 generations ago (before 225 generations ago, N e was constant and 100), we found one simulated data set (out of 1,000) that had one derived allele in the ancient sample and no simulated data set that had zero derived alleles in the prehistoric sample. Figure 4B shows the distribution of the number of derived alleles in the prehistoric sample (conditional on 144 derived alleles in the extant sample).
To conclude, for a neutral site (a SNP) in an unstructured population, we note that, 1) assuming a constant population size ( Figure 4C ), or an exponentially growing population ( Figure 4A) , and for reasonable assumptions about the population sizes, the probability is very small of observing the configuration of one or no derived allele (out of 20) in the prehistoric sample and 144 derived alleles (out of 194) in the extant sample. 2). Even for extreme population histories, such as a constant population of 100 individuals until 225 generations ago, and where the population grew exponentially to 10,000 individuals ( Figure 4B ), or a constant size of 500 individuals ( Figure 4D ), the probability of observing one or zero derived alleles in the prehistoric sample is still small. Thus, it is unlikely that genetic drift caused the observed frequency in the PWC given the frequency in the extant Swedish population. This leaves either selection or differences in population structure between the prehistoric sample and the extant sample (i.e., the PWC is not an ancestral population to the extant Swedish population) as possible explanations.
Discussion
Authentication of DNA sequences in prehistoric human remains has proved complicated, mainly because modern human contamination is always present to some degree [19] [20] [21] . Here we rely on a combination of several arguments for our acceptance of the results as authentic [21] [22] [23] . The most important argument is that the success rate, like the allele frequencies, differs among the prehistoric human remains, the present-day human samples and the negative controls. Further, our material had already been pre-screened for contamination, including a major contamination investigation in which human and nonhuman DNA was typed in large parallel series of human and animal assemblages from the same sites (Figure 3) [24] .
The frequency of the derived T allele, strongly associated with the ability to consume unprocessed milk at adulthood, was significantly different between the prehistoric and the extant samples. For reasonable assumptions about population sizes our simulations show that it is highly unlikely that the frequency could have shifted over time due to drift in a population with constant size, or in an expanding population. Thus, only strong positive selection or differences in population structure between the PWC population and the population ancestral to the extant Swedish population would explain the discrepancy between the extant and the prehistoric data. We note that with the data on a single SNP presented here, it is not possible to discriminate between these two scenarios.
Also, it should be noted that the prehistoric samples used in this study came from a non-agricultural population, existing in parallel with an agricultural population (TRB) that is potentially ancestral to the extant Northern European population [13] . In Burger et al. [11] one Mesolithic, nine Neolithic and one Medieval samples were analyzed. In this study 9 of the 10 individuals were homozygous C at position -13.910 only the medieval individual was heterozygous for the -13.910-C/T polymorphism. These data show some similarity with our data as the Mesolithic individual does not show any lactase persistence.
Here we describe a possible scenario where cultural practices could have had a tremendous impact on the genetic composition of human populations. Before dairy farming was practiced in Scandinavia, the allele frequency at -13910 was not greatly affected. The neolithisa- tion processes in Scandinavia provided a selection pressure on this specific locus on a scale that may actually have led to a population replacement in the area (as indicated by mitochondrial DNA [13] ), or at least a major shift in the allele frequency at this particular locus. This would require that cultural changes were dependent upon demographic changes in this case, and that cattle farming presented a clear advantage to hunting/gathering. In such case the 'secondary product revolution' (i.e. the introduction of milk) in northern Europe would have a large effect on the derived allele at -13910. Thus, the development that led to the present-day North European lifestyle, which is heavily based on dairy and other farm products, may have been a process where cultural practices and genes interacted.
Conclusion
It is unlikely that the PWC and their ancestors used dairy products before the middle Neolithic, nor is there any archaeological evidence for such practices [25] . The difference in allele frequency from the extant Scandinavian population may therefore be explained by the fact that PWC is not ancestral to the extant Scandinavian population. An alternative, but less likely, explanation posits an ancestral relationship, but with selection dramatically increasing the frequency of the derived allele.
